Diffuse Interstellar Bands (DIBs) are optical absorption lines observed in diffuse clouds in interstellar space. They still remain the longest standing unsolved problem in spectroscopy and astrochemistry, although several hundreds of DIBs have been already detected. Aromatic radicals in a gas phase are potential DIB candidate molecules. The electronic transitions of aromatic radicals result in optical absorption. Last year we reported the gas-phase optical absorption spectrum of the 2 A 2 ← X 2 B 1 transition of the thiophenoxy radical C 6 H 5 S using a cavity ringdown spectrometer. a,b As the next step, we observed the B 2 A 2 ← X 2 B 1 transition of the phenoxy radical C 6 H 5 O in the discharge of anisole. The four broad and asymmetric peaks making a progression of 500 cm −1 were detected in the 5700-6450Åregion. The progression was assigned to the 6a mode, and the broad and asymmetric peak profiles were accounted for by the sequences of the 10b mode. Each vibrational component has a broad structure of 23Å, which can be explained by lifetime broadening. Based on the assignment of the progression and the sequences, the vibronic components from v = 0 in the X 2 B 1 ground state can be extracted from the broad and asymmetric peak profiles to compare the laboratory bands with DIBs. Although the components did not agree with the reported DIBs, the upper limit of the column density for the phenoxy radical in the diffuse clouds toward HD 204827 was evaluated to be 4 × 10 14 cm −2 . Therefore the most fundamental aromatic radicals, the thiophenoxy and phenoxy radicals, could not explain DIBs observed at present.
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